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From the celebrated author of Rubyfruit  Jungle and Bingo  comes a stirring novel of the Civil War, a tale
of  true love and mistaken identity. Brimming with  colorful characters and vivid settings, High  Hearts is
Rita Mae Brown at her most  ambitious and entertaining.

April 12,  1861. Bright, gutsy and young,Geneva Chatfield  marries Nash Hart in Albemarle County,
Virginia, the  same day Fort Sumter's guns fire the start of the  Civil War. Five days later she loses him as
Nash  joins the Confederate Army. Geneva, who is known  as the best rider since Light Horse Harry
Lee,  cuts her hair, dons a uniform, enlists as "Jimmy  Chatfield," then rides off to be with her  beloved Nash.
But sensitive Nash recoils in horror  from the violence of war, while Geneva is  invigorated by the chase and
the fight. Can she be all the  man her husband isn't? She'll sure as hell try.  But there is a complication, and
his name is Major  "Mars" Vickers. This macho major, to his own  shock and amazement, finds himself
inexplicably  attracted to the young soldier named "Jimmy."  And this is only the beginning of a novel
that  moves with sureness and grace from the ferocity of  battle to the struggle on the homefront, and
brings  passion and sly humor to a story of dawning love.  High Hearts is a penetrating,  delightful and
sweeping tale that gives fresh life to a  fascinating  time

From the Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

Gerald Dews:

The book High Hearts gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You may use to make your
capable a lot more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting tension or having big problem
with your subject. If you can make studying a book High Hearts for being your habit, you can get a lot more
advantages, like add your capable, increase your knowledge about some or all subjects. You can know
everything if you like wide open and read a book High Hearts. Kinds of book are several. It means that,
science reserve or encyclopedia or other folks. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Ruth Walker:

Book is to be different for each and every grade. Book for children till adult are different content. To be sure
that book is very important for people. The book High Hearts seemed to be making you to know about other
understanding and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for you. The book High
Hearts is not only giving you considerably more new information but also to become your friend when you
experience bored. You can spend your personal spend time to read your publication. Try to make
relationship while using book High Hearts. You never sense lose out for everything should you read some
books.

Edward Crosley:

Typically the book High Hearts will bring someone to the new experience of reading a new book. The author
style to describe the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book to study, this book very suited to
you. The book High Hearts is much recommended to you to learn. You can also get the e-book in the official
web site, so you can more readily to read the book.

Albert Hartley:

As a scholar exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher expected them to go to the library in
order to make summary for some book, they are complained. Just little students that has reading's soul or real
their hobby. They just do what the trainer want, like asked to the library. They go to right now there but
nothing reading significantly. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring in addition to can't see
colorful images on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that
on this era, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, many ways to reach Chinese's country.
So , this High Hearts can make you experience more interested to read.
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